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Understanding Riley
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Gardner-Webb defeats Longwood

by ashley romero
contributor

“Everyone thinks you’re
annoying.”
I remember my heart breaking
at that student’s words, imagining
that one day someone could say
that to my future son for asking
“too many” questions in class, or
for being “too” passionate about
learning. Tears filled my eyes as
Riley reacted in an apologetic
manner, and told his classmates
that he guessed he could try and
raise his hand more.
Out of a mix of anger and
almost loss of total faith in
humanity, I wrote Riley after
that class. I assured him that
everyone does not, in fact,
find him annoying, and that
people need to learn to express
themselves more respectfully.
In turn, he assured me that
they “meant no real harm.”
“They were probably referencing
how I have a tendency to make
comments in classes, sometimes
without raising my hand (yes, I
have done that before, but who
hasn’t?). I also am rather hyper
and (admittedly) talkative; I am
always making comments and
wisecracks and trying to make
people laugh to lighten things up
a little,” he replied.

—continued on page 11
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Junior guard/forward Shaquille Johnson leads Longwood in Big South Conference game.

—continued on page 14
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Prince Edward County Courthouse, located in Farmville, Virginia, held Jason
Pimentel’s trial on Nov. 5. There he was convicted by the judge, but did not receive
any jail time. His bond was a factor in the decision to not give jail time.
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news editor
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they have an opportunity to make
a ruling, either guilty or innocent,”
he said. “It’s basically another trial.”
Pimentel was released on bond
after the incident in November.
Gilliam said, “Due to the fact that
pre-trial he was out on a bond, at
the trial when he was convicted, the
judge did not impose any active jail
time.”
Because Pimentel did appeal,
the Prince Edward County Clerk’s
Office told The Rotunda that a
sentence has yet to be issued.
According to Virginia law, a class
one misdemeanor is the highest
category of misdemeanors. “It
holds a penalty of no more than
12 months in jail, and/or $2,500 in
fines,” said Gilliam.
Pimentel was suspended
indefinitely from the basketball
program Nov. 6, but has recently
been practicing, and traveling with
the team. He still has yet to play
in a game this season. Longwood
Athletics said there is no current
change in Pimentel’s status.
There is currently no set date for
Pimentel’s appeal.
Follow The Rotunda for updates
on Pimentel’s appeal, with more
specific information to come once a
circuit court date is set.
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Norovirus infects Longwood
Three-Dozen confirmed cases across campus
b y t r av i s ly l e s
news editor
@ t r av i s ly l e s n e w s

A virus that put Hampden-Sydney College (HSC) out of commission
last week has made its way to Longwood University.
As of 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday, there have been roughly three-dozen
confirmed cases of the norovirus at Longwood University. In an onlinealert the University said, “With a student body of nearly 5,000, we
naturally expect illnesses at this time of year and remain vigilant in our
prevention and cleanup efforts.”
The norovirus, which is linked to Gastroenteritis, swept through
HSC leaving approximately 300 students, or 30 percent of the campus
ill. According to school officials, there were 150 confirmed cases of
norovirus, and about the same amount of unconfirmed cases.
The college shut down last Thursday afternoon, and officials decided not
to reopen until 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday morning. All but 200 students
chose not to evacuate campus. HSC officials say they believe this is the
longest the school has been closed since its opening, dating back to 1775.
Typical symptoms of norovirus last 24-48 hours and include nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea and stomach cramps.
Longwood’s Director of Communications and Media Relations, Matt
McWilliams, clarified that for a confirmed case of norovirus to be tallied,
the person infected must have been officially tested via a stool test or
diagnosed as a result of their symptoms.
When asked whether he thought the virus would make its way to
Longwood with force, Vice President of Student Affairs, Dr. Tim Pierson
said, “How much it will spread, I don’t know. But most people can’t
imagine it not making its way here. How does it have that much of a hold
on Hampden-Sydney, with the number of our students that interact with
Hampden-Sydney students, and it not be brought here?”
“We need to be prepared: that’s the headline I have for Longwood,” he
said.
According to Pierson, the main factor in containing the virus on
campus is making sure students and faculty who feel ill make the right
decisions. “The biggest thing that needs to take place is people all making
reasonable, rational judgments,” he said. “If you’re sick, stay home. Same
thing with students at HSC who are sick and have friends who want to
nurse them over here, that’s not a good decision either.”
He added, “I had someone on the police staff say they weren’t feeling
well and that they were staying home, and I said, ‘that’s exactly what we
want you to do.’”
Many students around Longwood’s campus are wondering if the
institution will eventually close like HSC if there is severe illness, but
according to Pierson the criteria for shutting down is not yet determined.
“For the cases that we have, this could drag on for a month in terms of
trickling cases,” he said. “If we didn’t feel like we could garner enough

This update was posted on alerts.longwood.edu.

photo from google

An up-close photo of Gastroenteritis, infamously known as the
norovirus that has been sweeping our local campuses.

resources to keep the university safe, or we had enough faculty and staff
that were also sick, that’s when we look into shutting down.”
McWilliams said that since the breakout at HSC, Longwood has
stepped up efforts across campus to attempt to isolate the virus. A
Longwood norovirus alert stated that the university has provided Clorox
bleach wipes at the front desks of residence halls since Jan. 30.
HSC officials told The Rotunda that the school installed multiple hand
washing stations in the dining hall. Though Longwood has placed hand
sanitizer dispensers throughout campus, they have also made a few other
adjustments. Pierson said the university had to change the type of soap
used across campus because of the norovirus. “For this virus it has to be
an alcohol based soap and apparently the soap we had was not,” he said.
When it comes to putting a stop to the norovirus, Pierson said it starts
with Longwood students. “Everyone has to play a part in this,” he said.
“We need to wash our hands for 20 seconds with soap and hot water.”
If you know someone who is sick, or you think you could have the
norovirus, contact your Residential Assistant or call the Longwood
University Health Center.
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Farmville residents and locals mobilize to build new dog park
by jason tsai
o pini o n s ta f f

On Wednesday, Jan. 28, at least 45 people consisting of Farmville
residents, families, students, faculty and staff, as well as one canine
had attended a public meeting at the Farmville Train Station to
voice “the desire and need for a dog park,” according to the original
event description and in the initiative’s mission statement.
At the start of the meeting, Farmville Town Manager Gerald
Spates said, “It is a given that we will have a dog park.”
Jake Milne, Sharon Menegoni and Christine Voitko made
up the original steering committee. Over the past summer, the
committee met with Mayor David E. Whitus. Whitus then
brought a proposal to the town’s Finance Committee to move the
initiative forward.
During the meeting, Vice Mayor A.D. Reid was in attendance
as well as town council members Thomas M. Pairet and Daniel
E. Dwyer. All three officials have committee assignments in town
assets and resources, and were tasked in part with finding suitable
land property for the park as well as creating the plan to acquire it.
The property that was chosen is already acquired and is an uncleared lot on N. Virginia St., right by the Farmville Department
of Motor Vehicles. The property is approximately six-tenths of an
acre.
Spates said the town is still working on the transaction to build
the dog park on top of this property. According to Spates, the
initial cost for the park would total $31,450, with no out-ofpocket costs for the land. The expenditures would be for adequate
fencing, parking, port-a-john’s, shading, waste stations, a water
hydrant, signage and benches. An unspecified business has already
volunteered to clear the lot free of charge.
According to Milne, “The accepted norm is to have two parks.
One for small dogs and one for big dogs.” The Farmville Dog Park
is based on the neighboring Lynchburg dog park model, which
was an initiative that took eight years to complete.
“This site has no potential for commercial development; it’s on a
flood plain like the one in Lynchburg,” said Spates.

Although one donor who was referred to as “Dr. French” has
already agreed to give $10,000 to the dog park initiative, though the
initiative still lacks a 501(c)(3) or a similar status for a fundraising
campaign to be initiated.
“We would be one of 15 [towns] to have a dog park in Virginia...I
think this would be another amenity to put Farmville on the map,”
said Milne.
Milne also added that this initiative “is a marathon.” It is a
collective effort driven by “private citizens in collaboration with
the town council.”
In other words, building and hosting a dog park provides not
only an amenity to the community but creates new responsibilities,
“You have to train a community how to take care of a dog park,”
said Milne.
The process includes various levels of liability. In Farmville alone,
there are approximately 369 neutered dogs and 899 un-neutered.
These figures do not include surrounding towns and counties.
There is currently no timeline for the initiative. Milne said, “It
takes a committee effort over time.” From private citizens, grants
and potentially Longwood and Hampden-Sydney students, it
might be possible to raise the $30,000 needed for the dog park.
The initiative is met with overwhelming enthusiasm. Cumberland
resident William “Ace” Kinney attended the public meeting with
his dog Brian. “Only reason I am here is for Brian...he needs a place
to play,” said Kinney. “He works as a service dog and he needs a
place to play and I hope Farmville gives him a place to play.”
Kinney teaches shop in Cumberland and is willing to build
“anything” he can with his resources for the park and for the dogs
to play.
Patrick Murphy, the scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 6516, will
also be “introducing the boys to the dog park project, as the need
arises.”
“The next step will be another organizational meeting to
formalize the organization in February,” said Milne.
Additional updates on the initiative can be found on the Facebook
non-profit organization group page “Friends of Farmville VA Dog
Park.”

(Above) Cumberland shop teacher William “Ace” Kinney hopes that the Farmville Dog Park
will become a new playground for his companion Brian and others like him.
(Right) Farmville town manager Gerry Spates and steering committee member Dr. Jake
Milne of Longwood University explains the dog parks initiative and answers questions.

p h oto s b y o p i n i o n s ta f f ja s o n t s a i
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SGA discusses student budgets and fees

#RileyStrong challenge – encourages students to reach out of comfort zone around campus

by kira zimney
social media editor
@kmzimney

Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for Student
Affairs, opened the board meeting in discussion
on the recent cases of Gastroenteritis, which
is the norovirus that has closed HampdenSydney College due to its breakout. “There are
no plans to close the university right now,” said
Dr. Pierson. During the time of the meeting,
four cases have been reported at Longwood
University. Pierson encourages students to
constantly wash hands and continue to practice
good hygiene.
Treasurer Jessica Darst moved to allocations,
beginning with reallocations to Alternative
Spring Break, asking for an air trip fee of
$4,600 and new supplies and training, motion
passed.
Zeta Phi Beta asks for a total of $1,028 to

send four people to their conference registration,
motion passed.
Alpha Kappa Alpha asked for $360.64 for
their mandatory Regional Conference, on
registration and travel expenses, motion passed.
The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) asked for
allocations of $3,630 for their IFC Conference
to send seven members to attend a conference,
as well as registration, hotel lodging and travel,
motion passed.
The Spirit Committee of SGA asked for
allocations of $260 for coasters to promote the
“Live Safe App,” motion passed.
Delta Sigma Pi asks for $928.12, for lodging
and travel expenses, motion passed.
Vice President Adam Fletcher moved into
Orders of the Day with the swearing in of
new members, new Junior Class President,
Erin Stuck, and new Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Life representative Willie Miles.
This week, Freshman Class Representative
Dustyn Hall presents the ROW Award to
Senator Justin Parker.
The Senate board then moved to discussion
of Longwood’s budget fees. Senator Leighan
Worden suggested if someone from Student
Affairs could speak to SGA board, to discuss
and clarify where budgets and student fees go,
which “would be helpful.” Dr. Pierson added
that Kenneth Copeland, vice president of
Administration and Finance, would be a good
contact, “for student leaders on campus, [and]
that would be good information to have.”

During the open forum, there was concern
that there aren’t enough workers in the Student
Union during crowded lunch hours, and lines
consistently back up. The senate also suggested
timetables for workers, specifically in the
Student Union and the Dorrill Dining hall.
President Joseph Gills reminded the board
the Big Event will take place on Saturday,
March 28, 2015.
Historian, Ellen Kensy, moved to amend
the constitution of the Order of Omega, moving
Greek week to spring – beginning next year, in
which Lip Sync will be held in the Fall. “The
Order of Omega does Greek Week,” said Senior
Class President, Paige Rollins, clarifying the
statement, and the motion passed to approve
the amendment to the constitution of Order of
Omega.
Closing with announcements, Hazing
Prevention week is next week, Feb. 9 to Feb. 13,
beginning with the alumni of Greek Life, who
will share stories of past hazing experiences,
Monday at 8 p.m. in Jarman auditorium.
Whichever organization has the most members
in attendance will receive a $50 prize reward.
#RileyStrong challenge on Twitter or
Facebook, encouraging Longwood students to
challenge themselves by helping out a fellow
Lancer, and the student who reaches the most
out of their comfort zone will be featured in the
online edition of the Rotunda.

p h o t o s b y s ta f f p h o t o g r a p h e r m at t a l e x a n d e r

(Left) Vice President Dr. Tim Pierson, Executive Senator Natalie Joseph and Fiscal Technician Angela Seay discuss issues that were discussed during the SGA brief.
(Right) New SGA members, that had been elected, are seen here being sworn in by President Joe Gills
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Despite connection problems, Lancer
Productions hosted Super Bowl party
by pay ton con way
f e at ure s s ta f f

Sunday night in the Student
Union
Ballroom,
Lancer
Productions hosted a Super Bowl
party for students.
Food, which included a variety
of wings, meatballs, cookies, chips
and numerous types of drinks,
were served to welcome the fans
as they watched the New England
Patriots face off against the Seattle
Seahawks. Lancer Productions set
up a projector with a screen and
streamed the Big Game live online,
which created some problems for
the event. It ended up that the

live stream was interrupted and
the much anticipated Super Bowl
commercials were not seen. While
the crowd was strong in numbers
at the beginning, by the start of the
second quarter, attendance started
to dwindle down.
That did not stop those who
decided to stay from enjoying
themselves.
Junior
Delonte
Harrison and sophomore Alton
Coleman, were both rooting for
the Patriots. Also, freshman and
Steelers fan Kayla Hogues, junior
Monte Harrison and senior Jade
Marable were all hanging out
together at the party. “It’s alright,

it’s not bad at all. It’s a good thing
that the Lancer Productions put
this on for some people that don’t
have the TV in their rooms so they
can’t watch,” said D. Harrison.
“I agree, it’s a good event. They
had lots of food. I just wished
more people stayed for the event
and I know they couldn’t get it [the
internet connection] working, but
the commercials are a big thing
for the Super Bowl,” commented
Coleman. Still, they were able
to stay positive about their whole
experience.
“It is a good event for people to
come out, just to hang out with

your friends, even if you don’t know
who’s playing. It’s a good time to
relax with people you know, watch
the game and have some good
food,” said M. Harrison.
When asked if they would come
back to the event Marable insisted,
“I don’t really care for the teams,
but if it is a good team playing, I’ll
be here [next year], especially for
the food.”
Despite the minor problems,
there was still much love for what
Lancer Productions does for the
students. “I love LP. LP did a really
good job,” exclaimed Marable.

Meet the Editorial
Board
Halle Parker

P h oto b y: L a u r a C l a r k e

Rotunda Assistant Sports Editor
Freshman
Second Semester with The Rotunda
“I am on the Women’s Soccer team, love eating snap
pea crisps, hate tomatoes and proudly enjoy watching
‘Game of Thrones’ and ‘Lost.’”
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Comedian Eric O’Shea leaves Student Union in stitches
by h a l l e pa rk er
a s s t. s p o r t s e d i t o r
@_ H a l p a r k e r

Walking into the main ballroom of the
Lankford Student Union, one was greeted by
an unusual sight on Friday night. A stage was
set up, couches and chairs rearranged and the
Lancer Productions logo cast against a projector
screen.
All of this was in preparation for the
performance of award-winning comedian Eric
O’ Shea’s show.
O’ Shea is mainly known for his appearance
on many college campuses nationwide, as well
as his nominations for Male Performer of the
Year, six times, by Campus Activities Magazine.
photo by Contributer M alik a Musaw wir
That night, O’ Shea had one word to
“Slumber
party”
sized
group watches Eric O’Shea
describe his thoughts regarding the students
do
his
comedy
routine
in the Student Union.
in attendance, Longwood and the Farmville
area—adorable. He spent the night taking on
More than once, O’ Shea had to catch himself
the roles of various audience members in fake
from
rambling, staring off into space, or even
conversation, engaging the relatively small,
“slumber party” sized group, as he called it just taking a joke to an unexpected place.
“I don’t know why I just did that,” said O’
when he opened the show.
Shea
apologetically each time.
Within the casual atmosphere, many laughs
Following
these mishaps, he would come
resounded, bouncing from wall to wall, column
to column as O’ Shea performed relatable back strong, regaining momentum.
A key part of his performance centered
bits. All the while, he showcased his likeable
around
his ability to make odd noises—his
personality and quirks.
favorite involving gassiness—and change his

voice. His voice changes were most apparent in
two places.
The first time took the crowd by complete
surprise.
“So we’re all going to see my little niece, she’s
only three. She walked up to me and said,” after
flipping to the voice of a toddler, he continued,
“uncle, what happened to your foot?”
Reactions came in many ways as shock rippled
through the audience, including a single voice
that said, “Do it again,” which left no room for
argument.
O’ Shea did his niece impression several
times, amusing the audience with cuteness.
Finally, the show reached the finale. The
finale even received attention on YouTube and
was recognized as O’Shea’s own creation.
One skit, “Songs for Commercials” involved
matching products to various pop songs, from
Sister Sledge’s “We are Family” for Ancestry.
com, to Josh Groban’s “You Raise Me Up”
for Viagra, to Michael Jackson’s “Smooth
Criminal” for Homeland Security; O’Shea
added his own dance moves for each song set.
As the performance came to an end, O’ Shea
received an overwhelming applause and left the
audience members releasing the last of their
gasps and giggles.
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Men’s walk contributes more to the Greek community
by N ata l ie J o seph
f e at ure s s ta f f

On Friday, Jan. 30, the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) held their
annual spring walk to welcome more members into the social Greek
community.
Before the walk, recruitment for the fraternities took place in the
ABC rooms of the Student Union. Vice President of Recruitment for
IFC, Daishan Johnson, was in charge of planning most of the events,
setting up open houses and recruiting men prior to the walk. According
to Johnson, there was not a large amount of men to choose from this
year, but he believes recruitment went well despite the low numbers.
“Recruitment went pretty well judging by the small pool of people we
could choose from. From open houses to different organizations having
their own events, we received around 50 percent of eligible freshman,
which is a good number in my opinion,” said Johnson.
As you walked by Iler Field on Friday afternoon, it almost seemed
like the complete opposite. The field was covered with people, either
participating or watching the event. All of the eight IFC fraternities
lined the center of the field chanting, cheering and waving flags in
preparation to greet their new members.
When the clock struck 5:00 p.m., watchers could not help but notice
all of the white shirts that lined up in anticipation, as the new members
that participated in men’s recruitment got ready to run to their new
fraternities.

After Wolfgang Acevedo, the Associate Director for Fraternity and
Sorority Life said a few words to kick off the Men’s Walk of spring 2015,
the members of IFC ran to their fraternities first. Then, it was finally
time for the new members to run to their chosen fraternities, which filled
the men’s walk with excitement, as the fraternities welcomed their new
members with bid day t-shirts, cheers, high-fives, hugs and even chest
bumps.
IFC Vice President of Member Development, Neil Reyes said, “I
think it went really well, about 70 men walked to their respective
brotherhoods. Each fraternity did an amazing job recruiting men. Our
Vice President of Recruitment, Daishan, did a great job planning open
houses, tabling before [the] walk and planning [the] walk itself.”
Here is a full list of the numbers of new members that each fraternity
welcomed at the walk:
Sigma Phi Epsilon- 6
Alpha Chi Rho- 1
Sigma Nu- 12
Pi Kappa Phi- 11
Theta Chi- 10
Phi Kappa Tau- 8
Alpha Sigma Phi- 7
Phi Mu Delta- 8

p h oto b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r l a u r a c l a r k e

Each fraternity gathered at the Men’s Walk to welcome their new members
into the Greek life community with enthusiasm. (Top Left) Alpha Chi Rho
poses for the camera with their flag held high. (Bottom Left) Sigma Nu
cheers on a new member as he runs towards them. (Top Right) Pi Kappa
Phi also holds their flag up to welcome a new member.
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Katy Perry slays the 2015 Super Bowl Halftime Show
by n ata l ie j o seph
f e at ure s s ta f f

Katy Perry rocked the University of Phoenix
Stadium in Glendale, Arizona on Sunday night
at the 2015 Super Bowl. As we were warned
by Perry herself, during a pre-Super Bowl press
conference, Katy said “jaws will drop” during
her 13 minute performance, and they did.
The performance started out with a bang.
Perry came out of the stadium darkness
on a giant (and that is an understatement)
animatronic lion, singing her 2013 hit song
“Roar.” Immediately, viewers could not take
their eyes off the TV screen in awe of the
performance and theatrics. During “Roar,”
Perry was wearing a costume with flames on it
that was not cute, but matched the atmosphere
and song perfectly.
Then she moved into a smooth and non-stop
transition and began to sing “Dark Horse” on
a stage that looked like an optical illusion. The
camera angles were shot perfectly, but I do
think that Perry needed a quick and shocking
costume change between the two songs, because
the flames costume looked strange after “Roar”
was over. Her back up dancers during this
song were amazing and their costumes over
shadowed Perry’s, but that did not stop Perry’s
performance at all.
After “Dark Horse,” Perry’s first, and
previously announced special musical guest,
Lenny Kravitz, took the stage singing Perry’s
career launching hit, “I Kissed A Girl.” Before
the Super Bowl, many people were wondering
how Kravitz’s rock style would fit in with Perry’s
pop and preppy sound, but by choosing to sing
“I Kissed A Girl,” the pair nailed it. After
Kravitz sang solo for a while, Perry of course
joined him. This is when the performance got
by Rya n Q u i g l e y
a&e contributor

sexy and surprising, something that any good
performer gives its viewers.
The lights then dimmed again, and Perry finally
made a costume change into a playful, sunny
outfit, and all watchers just knew “California
Girls” was coming up. Before “California
Girls,” Perry sang and danced with dancing
sharks, surfboards and beach balls to “Teenage
Dream.” The dancing inanimate objects were
hilarious and really made the performance fun
and kid friendly. While my eyes were off Perry
and staring and laughing at the dancing sharks
(which I would pay a million dollars to be),
Perry got visibly tired, which then affected her
personal performance and she became slightly
lackluster from then on.
photo courtesy of Google
She soon redeemed herself when Missy Elliot Perry sings and dances along with the sharks.
surprisingly joined her on the stage. Which
brought me back to the days when I was ten went in sync with the performance, which left
years old, Elliot sang her classic hits and took you wanting more. After she sang her final
all the people who were twenty-something, ballad, the performance was over.
Although looking quite angry in the face
into a nostalgic trance. It then became the
Missy Elliot show for a good three minutes. during half of the performance, we have to
Elliot took over the stage with her classic sweat remember that Perry was singing live, in front of
suit and up-beat, hip-hop tunes and Perry also thousands and thousands of people and needed
joined for a hot minute before disappearing to to push hard for her vocals to project. She went
prepare for her last song of the show, and man hard, and her facial expressions showed that.
Her costumes were also a little disappointing
did Perry deliver.
The last song of the night was of course, after seeing Perry in more elaborate and fun
“Firework.” Wearing a beautiful, sequined pieces during previous award shows and concert
costume gown, Perry looked stunning as she performances.
However, all in all, the songs she selected to
belted out the number one hit. She then was
lifted into the sky while singing, and that is sing, from her many hits, were so strategic and
when jaws truly did drop. Her best vocals perfect for the performance. They appealed to
of the night came at this moment, which all viewers from largely different demographics
is impressive after a ten minute, adrenaline and the performance was not only entertaining,
filled performance. While singing and flying but also memorable and unique. There was
through the stadium on a shooting star that something for everyone and it was exciting,
shot fireworks out of it, each camera showed and that is why Katy Perry SLAYED the 2015
the stadium letting out beautiful fireworks that Super Bowl.

Lupe Fiasco returns to form with “Tetsuo & Youth”

Lupe Fiasco’s career has been an absolute roller coaster since he rose
to prominence in the mid-2000s. Lupe climbed up the chain lift with
his feature on Kanye West’s “Touch the Sky,” and really started to soar
with the release of his debut record “Food & Liquor.” Then came his
sophomore LP, “The Cool,” which brought him even more sky-high
acclaim. After his ascent to the stratosphere, Lupe began his freefall
with the release of the disappointing “Lasers,” followed by the even more
criticized album, “Food & Liquor 2: The Great American Rap Album,
Part 1,” which was far from living up to its predecessor.
At that point, fans and critics alike were starting to doubt Lupe as an
artist. Ghostface Killah even ranked Lupe at number nine on his annual
“Softest Rappers in the Game” list. After multiple battles with his label,
Atlantic Records, for refusing to release the radio-friendly pop music
that dominated “Lasers” and “Food & Liquor 2,” Lupe reverted to his
old ways on the newly released “Tetsuo & Youth,” which could very well
be one of the best albums of 2015.
“Tetsuo & Youth” has everything a hip-hop listener can want. It has
catchy, bubblegum tunes such as “Dots & Lines,” abstract hard-hitters
like “Chopper” and even the call-out song, “Blurred Hands,” referencing
Lupe’s turbulent departure from Atlantic Records.
The record is divided into three distinct sections separated by brief
interludes named after the four seasons, with “Summer” launching the
album. Immediately following the minute-long opener comes “Mural,”
one of the most savage, beautiful, lyrically insurmountable odysseys the
hip-hop world will ever come across. Sampling Cortex’s “Chanson d’Un
Jour d’Hiver,” “Mural” is a twenty-first century hip-hop equivalent to

“Stairway to Heaven.” On this near-nine-minute beast, Lupe repeatedly
punches bars after bars after bars of the lyrical wordplay that has landed
him where he is now and it is absolutely stunning.
Later comes “Prisoner 1 & 2,” another eight-minute long monster
describing the corrupt prison system in America, cleverly rhyming, “Love
is looking over Various Errors, and Hate is Habitually Accelerating
Terror Everywhere but the mural.”
Though many of the tracks on “Tetsuo & Youth” display the aggressive
side of Lupe’s work, there are some lighter, prettier songs such as “Little
Death,” which reunites Lupe with Nikki Jean, the featured artist
on his 2008 hit, “Hip-Hop Saved My Life.” One of the three Nikki
Jean-accompanied tracks on the record, “Little Death” features Nikki’s
smooth, elegant vocals paired with Lupe’s clever rhymes and it works
perfectly, bringing back shades of Lupe’s “The Cool.”
“Tetsuo & Youth” has just put Lupe Fiasco back in the conversation as
one of the best rappers in the game. Though he spent much of the 2010s
fighting a battle with his record label, attempting to blend his outspoken
rapping style with pop and being one of the most criticized artists in hiphop, Lupe quite possibly just released a modern classic in the hip-hop
genre. Lupe wasn’t being taken seriously by many critics leading up to
the release of this record, myself included, but he is now and this return
to form is exactly what he needed.
“Tetsuo & Youth” is a must-buy. In an age where free downloads
dominate the music world, this is the kind of record that you want to
invest your money in. Considering the fact that Lupe is trying to split
from Atlantic Records, expect him to take the independent route and
continue to build on this monumental release.
by thomas wise
My rating: 10/10
2015
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Dear Buzzfeed
b y c a r ly s h a i a
opinions editor

lifestyles. Your site even has live test dummies to give me insight on
hobbies I may never attempt. Whenever you post videos featuring The
Dear BuzzFeed,
Try Guys I wonder what sort of wonderful thing they get paid to do
next. Sometimes they get paid to drink awful beer, or go shoot guns.
You are the newsroom for hipsters. Students everywhere rely on Whatever the case may be, at least there’s a boyfriend type represented
you to tell them the latest news and what “Friends” character suits their for everyone watching.
personality best. Your witty feature pieces with their endless GIFs
It is always good, BuzzFeed, to take the time out of your busy
make time fly by easier. I usually wander onto your site by an accidental day of fun and read the comments section. Your “humorous” posts can
hyperlink, but then I manage to be captivated for hours by your endless genuinely offend some people and others may feel that you missed a
possibilities.
crucial part of a post. However, with the continuation of some trends,
Oh BuzzFeed, how could I go a day without watching one of your it seems that you aren’t taking your viewers’ advice. Especially when it
videos about some foreign food I’ve never seen, yet now desperately want comes to the headline of a post. Sure, brevity may be needed when it
to try? Your promotional posts irritate me when I reach the bottom of comes to the teaser links, but creating false advertisement can make one
the page and find it was all just a ploy to get me to buy products, or like lose interest fast.
a company’s Facebook page. Whether it is for a car company, or even
Many times, BuzzFeed, I visit your site and learn new popular
pizza, it’s like the fun is ruined at the end of it. Your videos carry many culture I couldn’t expect to find anywhere else. Whether it is a new
true statements in life. They make me wonder if my kitten really is as television series, an advertisement or a trend in men’s beard fashion, I
ignorant as its older, and wise, cat friend makes it to be.
can always count on you giving me the newest information. It doesn’t
I find myself endlessly clicking on new links to post that I wouldn’t matter whether I actually had an interest in it, I would still click on it
even care about; I simply want more humor. I feel that your newsfeed anyway because the thumbnail just looks so interesting.
is probably the most ignored, even though it has some of the best
BuzzFeed, I can always count on you to give me endless
information. After all, it has the pages without funny cat images. Your entertainment. Be it with actual news or cute animals, I’m sure to learn
life hack posts are valuable resources and should be treated as such. something new on your site.
Many of them are just as worthy as your news pages, but tend to be
hidden amongst the DIYs and strange celebrity posts.
Hugs and kisses,
Your fandom posts have their own gravitational pull. Disney fans
Students bored of Tumblr
will have their day, as do Star Wars and 90s cartoon fans. Every
corner of your site has something that appeals to everyone’s habits and

Comic Corner
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—continued from page 1

After being taken aback by such a surprising,
self aware and accepting response, I knew Riley
could handle himself.
Three months later, on the eve of finals,
I was studying in my room. By studying, I
mean more likely daydreaming about what the
holidays had in store for me.
Scrolling through Facebook, I came across
various posts from fellow Longwood students
sharing their condolences for the loss of a
Lancer. My throat swelled and I belted out an
unexpected cry when I realized Riley was gone.
Despite having various classes together, I only
interacted with him once. On Dec. 11, 2014, I
felt an instant void left behind from the loss of
one of the few, most genuine souls I had ever
met.
“Remembering Riley” was published in
the Rotunda after a long winter break. I was
left uneasy by the way it left Riley known as
a “misunderstood” Lancer. I went to Riley’s
vigil and became encouraged by the amount
of people that actually wanted to understand
Riley, and realized that there was one vital
voice that had yet to speak on Riley’s character,
his family’s.
“Riley called me the morning of the eleventh
because he was having trouble getting the
front wheel off of his bike to put it in his car.
I remember making a mental note that we
needed to get him a bike rack,” recalled Riley’s
mother, Louise DeCamp Reeve.
“‘Mom, as soon as I hang up the phone, I’m

putting it in drive.’ And I said, ‘Okay, be safe,
call me when you get to Dad’s, and I love you.’
And he said, ‘I love you too Mom.’”
Riley, having finished his last exam, was
trying to get home to be with his family for his
last winter break before graduating in Spring
2015. Mrs. Reeve works at a small private school
in Charlottesville, and was at a fifth grade
production of Midsummer Night’s Dream on
the afternoon of Dec. 11, 2014, when Riley
was in a fatal car accident. I was packing up
my car and studying for my last few exams, as
most students on-campus were. Other Lancers
were already home, celebrating the beginning
of their winter break.
According to his mother, Riley aspired to
be the President of the United States. “I’m
sure most people thought he was kidding, but
actually, he wasn’t,” she said.
Mrs. Reeve describes her son as having had
“an encyclopedic knowledge.”
“When he was very young, he was interested in
trains, rhinoceroses, earth-moving equipment,
things that were round, presidents and their
families and the states and their capitals.”
Mrs. Reeve went on to recall some difficult
moments earlier in Riley’s life, when things
didn’t come so easy to him. As a two year old,
he lost the ability to talk. He also began to lose
interest in people and the world around him.
“He was diagnosed with autism, and few
models existed for how to help him. As parents,
we were traumatized, but determined to fight

for him,” said Mrs. Reeve. “His development
since that time has beaten every prediction
and exceeded every expectation. Riley became
verbally skilled, and he gradually learned to
manage his own behavioral challenges.”
Initially, Longwood was a challenge for
Riley, as mentioned by his twin brother, Sam, at
Riley’s vigil. However, “by his second year, his
growing comfort led to stronger interpersonal
and academic successes,” said Riley’s mother.
“We loved hearing his stories of faculty and
friend interactions. He was headed toward
graduation in May with passion and love
for Longwood, and with great optimism for
whatever future lay ahead. He was only three
credits short of graduation.”
In remembering Riley, I encourage students
to celebrate his life by connecting with
each other. We are all sharing this college
experience, so let’s begin to build each other
up instead of destroying each other. Appreciate
bad jokes told on elevator rides, excessive class
contributors that take the teacher’s attention
off of you and start up conversations as if there
were no strangers on campus. Let us not let
another Lancer go by “misunderstood.”
Sam is on track to graduate from Guilford
College the week after Longwood’s scheduled
graduation, and he plans to march in Riley’s
cap and gown.

(Top Left) Dr.
Harbour speaks
on remembering
Longwood student
Riley Cole at his vigil
that took place on
Jan. 29, 2015.
(Bottom Left)
Longwood student
signs the Memorial
Guest Book at Riley’s
vigil. While other
students wait behind
him to do the same.
(Right) Riley Cole
poses for a picture
that had been taken
by one of his fellow
classmates.
P h oto s b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r m a r l i s h a s t e wa r t

Photo by photo editor c arson reeher
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Collared: What is work?
by jason tsai
o pini o n s ta f f

A senior’s reflection on gainful employment

I knew why I came to college; I wanted a better job, one that I could
enjoy. Maybe I was too vain; I wanted to make a living writing poetry
and telling stories. Writing news and writing poetry, though, slowly
became inseparable. The value of “good work” too is becoming measured
only by the size and color of the collar around it.
My very first paid manual labor job was working as a busboy in a
restaurant that catered to upper middle class families. It had three full
bars and could comfortably seat 500 people.
I had one specific task assigned to me, to keep the bars stocked with
glasses and the serving stations with silverware and cloth napkins.
On busy nights like Fridays, this meant tiptoeing through crowds of
tipsy teachers and chortling clerks flirting with each other, a rack of
hot pint glasses still dripping from the hot water washer’s conveyor belt
raised high above my head and pocketfuls of knives and forks dragging
down my pressed uniform pockets.
As I got older though, I started noticing different patterns as I moved
from job to job. I noticed that my boss at Subway only hired immigrants
who didn’t speak English fluently. He’d have the supervisor round down
our hours if we got to work early or if we had to stay late.
I still remember my co-worker Richard from Myanmar; he worked
at the Centreville High School cafeteria in the morning, Subway in the
afternoon and at 7-11 overnight. Richard worked 100-hour weeks and
would nap in the freezer at 7-11 next to the egg crates and cardboard.
Both of his kids worked at fast food drive-thru’s and went to community
college.
“Blue Collar” work seems to be looked down upon. Even Richard and
his wife believe that their two sons will have better chances after earning

their associates degrees. No more 100-hour workweeks. No more cat
naps next to bags of red and blue Freezee mixes.
Yet, I can’t shake that our cultural attitude goes deeper than the limits
of our living standards, be it as immigrants or as minimum wage, bythe-hour workers.
Somehow, our occupation in food service, especially in an assembly
line, makes us subservient. Service is not, and should not be subservient.
I still remember the first time a customer called me “a sandwich artist.”
The pride I felt at having another human being recognize my effort at
making an enjoyable sandwich. Condiments should go right on top of
the lettuce before the tomatoes so they stay intact, the meats should be
spaced out and proportioned with the fewer slices of triangular cheese,
pickles and peppers should go on last so they can stay wedged between
the bigger toppings and vegetables should never be toasted with the meat
and cheese.
Equally, I still remember the shame of my boss pulling out a digital
scale to show me the exact 3.0 ounces of shredded lettuce that should go
on each foot-long sub.
When I realized corporate forms of efficient profit margins took
precedence over the content of genuine connections with customers
and pride in one’s work, I could not help but question the value of real
substantive work and our cultural value therein, if we even have any that
is or could support such values.
Now that I’ve “made it,” being a senior about to graduate from college,
every day is riddled with the same anxiety that I felt before making it.
What is real work and will I get there after walking across Wheeler
Lawn one last time as a student in May?

Poetry Corner
Looking for Slugs
My grandfather rambles off plant names and uses the flashlight to direct us.
I could smell the growing fire
as I felt the cool, grainy dirt crawl under my finger nails,
but no slugs.
I had to find one first,
whoever did would get to drive the golf cart tomorrow.
The cat lantern decorated trailer
became the site of my sister and I’s excavation.
We knew the routine of every night.
We dug in the dirt,
and lifted leaves of plants
while we searched for slugs.
I crouched low, looked under each leaf,
then I finally found one.
I giggled at the feel of the cool, slimy slug slide across my palm.
My grandfather spotlighted it with the flashlight
and chuckled, making me smile.
It was light grey in color, soft, and tiny.
My sister came to my side with a frown.
Tomorrow
the golf cart would be mine.
by ashley bender
copy editor
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Watch out: Longwood’s radio station coming through
by pa lom a a l ato rre
contributor

The success that WMLU is going to have is unprecedented. As we have
all been hearing, our school’s radio station is becoming bigger and more
popular. Two big contributors of this are the new radio station equipment
that they got this fall semester and the hard work and perseverance of
the WMLU members. But what is the real reason WMLU is gaining
power? Let’s take a minute and dig deeper.
The new station in French Hall, the new boards and the Mac
computers they were given this semester sure helped WMLU to become
a more professional radio organization, but their success has been there
for years now, taking place in that shabby little station in the basement of
Hiner with the old equipment and broken sofas inside that we all secretly
miss. Crossing that option out, we can take a look at the WMLU staff
members’ work.
We have seen the work and success of WMLU by listening to the
radio, 91.3 FM, and by attending the events that every student awaits
eagerly for, Oktoberfest and Spring Weekend. Sure, we have all seen
the WMLU staff setting up the night before the events, hosting the
events and playing the continuous music that we listen to on those great
weekends we all remember, or don’t, sometimes. However, this we have
seen for years now. What makes this year so different and exciting from
the past years?
The radio shows. The content and creativity that WMLU has been
developing year after year. Each year, the staff members focus on the
things that they want to improve on to make their radio station a better
one. With this year’s main focus, “quality over quantity,” we can expect
better and more creative shows to come.
Along with shows that everyone loves, like indie music, to today’s
top hit songs from iTunes and Billboard charts, to sports talk shows,

Hosted by Longwood NAACP & The Rotunda

Essay, Poetry &Art
Contest
(A) How would you define diversity?
(B) Racism has been a consistent problem in
America. Do you think the soltions that have
been implemented are effective? What solutions
do you have to combat racism?

WMLU has additional fun and interesting shows that people enjoy
because of their creativity.
The Love Lockdown is a show that has gained popularity around
campus due to their attentive requests and dedication from the students
and community of Farmville. The show, conducted by seniors Jordan
McWilliams and Sam Garris, features only romantic songs. Therefore, it
allows students to dedicate songs to one another, making it fun, because
who doesn’t like to be called out on the radio?
Another distinct show that is brand new this semester is Distant
Resonance conducted by DJ Distant Dee (senior Dee Bryant) who
brings the latest in the local RVA hip-hop scene. His show has had great
success this semester because it targets mostly an audience of college
students with the new hip-hop music it plays. Bryant describes his show
with the quote “music for the soul is the very goal, foreign to the ear,
made for you to hear.”
Micro focus shows that these are not common these days, which takes
WMLU radio to another level, bringing the word “original” into the
whole picture. The main focus of the staff members is to improve and
make every hour of shows on the radio worthwhile to listen to. There are
shows that target each and every different type of audience, making sure
to reach out to every student and also to the community of Farmville.
That is the reason why our school’s shows are becoming more interactive,
and creative, while keeping them professional.
WMLU has been changing enormously this semester, seeking only to
become a better station. Not only has the new station and settings helped
the station gain power, but more importantly the shows and content itself,
which is ultimately what really matters to us, the audience. Exciting years
await for our school radio. Oh, and don’t forget to tune into WMLU
91.3 FM, the music of Longwood University and Farmville, Virginia,
tonight.

PROPS & D R O P S
Props:
+ Leftover catering food
+ “To Kill a Mocking Bird” sequel announcement
+ Superbowl sharks
+ IFC Walk

(C) Do you think racism is embedded in people’s
subconscious?
*For art entries, please submit a summary about
your work to go along with your art
1st place wins a personal feature in The Rotunda
Free to enter | 3 Winners | Grand prize

Email items to christian.kearney@live.longwood.edu

Drops:
- Norovirus
- Go Daddy’s commercial
- Looking for a roommate struggle
- Diplo’s new video
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Gardner-Webb rides second half
surge to victory
Three point shooting proves to be the difference maker in close battle
By H a l l e Pa rk er
A s s t . Sp o r t s E d i t o r
@_ H a l p a r k e r

After a neck-and-neck first
half, the Gardner-Webb Bulldogs
(GWU) (15-9, 7-4) surged
forward by 11 points within the
first three minutes of the second
half, setting the tone for the rest of
Tuesday’s game in an 87-78 loss for
Longwood (7-17, 3-8).
The Bulldogs out-rebounded the
Lancers for the second time (3922) and increased their three-point
percentage from .263 (5-of-19) in
their first meeting to .577 (16-of29) in Willett Hall.
“We started the game trying
to shut down their inside game
and their outside game was
phenomenal,” said Head Coach
Jayson Gee. “Once they got
going with those threes, it made
it extremely difficult to slow
them down. To their credit, they
knocked those shots down.”
The Lancers held Gardner-

Webb junior forward Jerome Hill
to 20 points, compared to his 31 at
GWU. Alongside Hill, four other
Bulldogs scored in double-digits,
including junior guard Adonis
Burbage who only finished two
points less than Hill.
The first half saw the lead change
nine times, the largest lead held by
Longwood was seven points with
less than three minutes left in the
first half; a gap closed by GWU to
end the half up by one, including
a last second three-pointer from
junior guard Harold McBride.
“I was disappointed in the end
of the half, we were up seven and
didn’t do a great job of controlling
the game down the half. That’s a
guard situation and we didn’t get
great guard play,” said Gee.
Coming out of the locker room,
Longwood had four missed
attempts before senior guard,
captain Quincy Taylor made his
first layup of the game. Taylor
entered the half with one and

finished with 15 points.
Taylor said the team was “just
trying to get back in the game”
and he “wasn’t as aggressive as (he)
should have been” in the first half.
Longwood freshman guard
Kanayo
Obi-Rapu,
recently
suffering from plantar fasciitis,
pain and inflammation of tissue
under the foot connecting to the
heel, had a career-night, scoring 15
points.
“(Kanayo Obi-Rapu has)
definitely been better since his
injury, he’d been hurt for the last
few games. He’s been a lot better,
playing harder and being more
aggressive offensively,” said Taylor.
Opi-Rapu made .600 (3-of-5)
of his threes, compared to the
team’s .400 (10-of-25) average,
and contributed two assists and
two steals. According to Gee,
Gardner-Webb was “certainly his
best game,” though he wished his
play came during a winning game.
“I thought Kanayo (Obi-Rapu)

did some great things. He did a
great job of attacking the basket,
scoring offensively (and) making
some key shots. He played with the
kind of aggression and abilities we
believe he had,” said Gee.
Crediting the athletic training
staff with his recovery, Obi-Rapu
said his foot is fixed “for the most
part” and he feels like himself
again.
Longwood will head to the
University of North CarolinaAsheville (11-11, 7-4) on Feb. 6.
“We’re going to be real hungry.
We know we’re the underdog
in every aspect. We don’t really
believe it, but everybody else does.
We’re going to know what we need
to do to fight, obviously rebounding
is a big deficit for us, but we make
up for that with effort,” said OpiRapu.
This will be their second matchup this season, the first ending in a
74-64 win by UNC Asheville.

Longwood junior forward Shaquille Johnson posted 21 points against Gardner-Webb
on Tuesday, Feb. 3 in Willett Hall. Johnson led the team offensively in points as well as
P h oto s b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r l a u r a c l a r k e
defensively, earning
five rebounds, two
blocks and three
steals earning
him the Big
South Network’s
Hardee’s Star of
the Game Award.
Johnson was one
of two Longwood
players to shoot
above 60 percent
from beyond the
arc. Senior guard
Quincy Taylor
added another
15 points, 14 of
15 coming in the
second half, for the
Lancers along with
three assists.
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High Point delivers 77-63 loss to Lancers
In a game full of constant runs, the Panthers are able to overcome
Both teams continued to trade
blows, until the Panthers’ lead
decreased to a single point with six
minutes left. The Panthers finished
Longwood University (3-19, the game on a 19-6 run to take the
3-10) hosted No. 2 in the Big lead and the win.
South, the Panthers of High
“It definitely wasn’t a 14 point
Point University (14-8, 10-3), on game, we started pressing and
Monday, Feb. 2 in Willett Hall. they handled the press real well.
It was a hard fought game by both It looked worse than it actually
sides, but the Panthers were able to was. I’m really going to have to
pull away and take the win, 77-63. look at the free throw numbers
The Panthers started the game because they seem just a little bit
on a 14-0 run until junior guard inordinately bad, but what’re you
Raven Williams put the Lancers gonna do,” said Reinson. “We
on the board after going six tried to attack the basket, didn’t
minutes without a basket.
get any calls. They attacked the
The game took a turn in the basket, they did get calls. I guess
Lancers’ direction after the it’s just the way the officials saw
Longwood deficit dwindled down it. Outside of that we played hard,
to one going into the half.
we struggled again at the seven
“I got angry. We didn’t make minute mark, we do every game,
any changes to the game plan. it’s something we’re going to have
We came out flat, they took it to to overcome.”
us early, they had a lot of energy.
High Point out-rebounded
But to our credit, once we settled Longwood 40-29. Panther Stacia
down, we’re fine. We can play with Robertson led her team with a
these guys,” said Head Coach Bill double-double after matching her
Reinson at halftime.
rebound and point counts (19).
The Panthers came out rolling
The Lancers’ next game will be
in the second half with a 7-0 run, Thursday, Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. against
which ended when Williams was the UNC Asheville Bulldogs in
fouled on a three-pointer and sank North Carolina.
all three free throws at the 18:22
mark of the game.
By Nick Conigliaro
Sports Editor
@NickConigliaro

P h oto s b y s ta f f p h oto g r a p h e r L a u r a C l a r k e

The Lancers were led in scoring by junior guard Raven Williams (not pictured) who scored 18 in Longwood’s loss Monday night. She was followed in
scoring by junior guard Kyndal Skersick (bottom right) with 14 points, sophomore guard Brenna Robbins (bottom left) with 12 points and junior guard
Deborah Headen (top right) with eight points. Williams, Skersick and Robbins all led Longwood with five rebounds each.
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The Greek community came out to support the Interfraternity Council and all of
the young men who participated in the walk. Active members welcomed their new
members this past Sunday.
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